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If you're going to ask for her hand, you'd better have something to put on it.

Adolf Jewelers has a huge selection of diamonds and settings at the best prices in town.

Adolf Jewelers
Relax. We'll Make You Happy.

Mention this advertisement for special pricing.
Class of 1999

Section 1

Leslie Ray Adams  
*Leslie*  
Liberty University

Omar Fakhri Al-Barzinji  
*Omar*  
George Mason University

Jason John Anthony  
*Jason*  
Univ. of Massachusetts-Amherst

Ethan Alexander Atticks  
*Ethan*  
College of William and Mary

Andrea Margaret Ayres  
*Andrea*  
Western Washington University

Christopher Anthony Bain  
*Chris*  
University of Virginia

Hardin Lee Barton  
*Hardin*  
Trinity College

Tammy Lynn Belinsky  
*Tammy*  
Univ. of No. Carolina-Chapel Hill

Steven Edgar Bennett  
*Steven*  
College of William and Mary

Gregory Roger Bishop  
*Greg*  
James Madison University

Heather Anne Blake  
*Heather*  
Mary Washington College

Susan Carroll Bland  
*Susan*  
Old Dominion University

Stephanie Anne Bogan  
*Stephanie*  
Hendrix College

Charles Dorrier Bonner  
*Charles*  
Wake Forest University

Colby Carlson Brunt  
*Colby*  
Boston University
Terrell William Mills  
Terrell  
Georgia Institute of Tech.

Rebecca Miner  
Rebecca  
Davidson College

Jonathan Andrew Muenkel  
Jonathan  
Miami University-Oxford

Jennifer Leigh Norred  
Jennifer  
University of Georgia

Reba Dismukes O'Connor  
Reba  
University of West Florida

Christian Arrowsmith Parrish  
Christian  
James Madison University

James Earle Plunhoff III  
James  
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Michael Christian Prem  
Michael  
James Madison University

Marc Anthony Prince  
Marc  
Boston University

Wilson Randolph Prince  
Wilson  
Hampden-Sydney College

Kelly Nicole Reeves  
Nikki  
North Carolina State-Raleigh

Michael James Rothermel  
Mike  
Randolph-Macon College

Troy Savenko  
Troy  
Capital University

Asmi A. Shah  
Asmi  
Univ. of California-Irvine

Gregory Robert Sheldon  
Gregory  
Franklin and Marshall College

Reginald Smith Snider  
Reg  
University of Georgia
Not Pictured

Kirsten Michelle Mackey
Kirsten
University of Virginia
Class of 1999

Section 2

David Dunham Addison, Jr.
David
University of Virginia

Benjamin William Andersen
Ben
James Madison University

Katherine Kelly Benson
Katherine
University of Virginia

Carl Hill Bivens III
Carl
Hampden-Sydney College

Angela Dale Boice
Angela
Univ. of No. Carolina-Chapel Hill

Caroline Elizabeth Browder
Caroline
Univ. of Richmond-Westhampton

David Paul Buckley
Dave
University of Lowell

LeAnn Marie Buntrock
LeAnn
James Madison University

Thurmond Alexander Capps II
Thurmond
Norfolk State University

Sharon Elizabeth Chambers
Sherry
Old Dominion University

SangChae Choi
Choi
Seoul National University

James Joseph Collins
James
Mary Washington College

Relenee Lynn Cook
Relenee
James Madison University

John Patrick Cunningham
John
College of William and Mary

Craig Juraj Curwood
Craig
James Madison University
John Kent Dickinson IV
Joy
College of William and Mary

Joy Caroline Draper
Joy
Univ. of Richmond-Westhampton

Lauren Michelle Ebersole
Lauren
Pennsylvania State University

Sarah Elizabeth Everett
Elizabth
University of Virginia

Walter David Falcon Jr.
David
College of William and Mary

Eric Josef Finkbeiner
Eric
Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

Kimberly Christine Foley
Kimberly
University of Rochester

Leigh Stanley Gettier
Leigh
University of Richmond

Shunda Tryleshia Giles
Shunda
James Madison University

Michael Seth Ginther
Seth
Virginia Polytechnic Inst.

Jonathan Evan Gower
Evan
University of Virginia

Christopher Williams Grant
Chris
Central Michigan University

Lisa Greenfield
Lisa
Mary Washington College

John Anthony Guarino
John
James Madison University

Caroline Haynes Guerin
Caroline
Washington and Lee University

Edward Hugh Haas
Edward
Lafayette College
Leslie Anne Sizemore
Leslie
Longwood College

Dana Mary Slater
Dana
University of Virginia

Heather Nixon Stevenson
Heather
College of William and Mary

Victoria Stoner
Tori
Mary Washington College

Neil Shantaram Talegaonkar
Neil
Tulane University

Anne Catherine Thomas
Anne
College of William and Mary

Dana Wrenn Traynham
Dana
University of Virginia

David Michael Vogt
David
SUNY College Fredonia

Barry Jay Waldman
Barry
University of Virginia

Robert Kossuth Weber
Robert
Wabash College

Henry Irving Willett III
Henry
University of Virginia

Michelle Christina Wong
Michelle
Duke University

Kerry Robert Wortzel
Kerry
College of William and Mary

Amanda Rose Kronin
Amanda
Rhodes College
Transfer Student
Relax.
We'll Make You Happy.

Adolf Jewelers

High quality watch and jewelry repair available.
Ridge Shopping Center, Parham & Quioccasin Rds., 285-3671. Open Tues.-Sat. 10-6, Mon. & Fri. 10-8.

Mention this advertisement for special pricing.